While conducting a standard safety audit earlier this
month, José Borboa, one of our most experienced and
dedicated superintendents, uncovered an interesting
situation. During his inspection he noticed that the plant
operators were dumping chemicals into a sludger tank
while standing on ladders.
Because it’s difficult to maintain proper balance on a ladder with a 5-gallon bucket full of liquid in your hand, José
suggested to the client that Liberty Industrial Group install a small platform with stairs for the plant operators
to use. The maintenance planner agreed, and José’s team
built the platforms at both of the plant’s units.
The fix offered by our team not only alleviated the balance/fall hazard, but it helped mitigate the potential to
spill chemicals, receive burns, and drop items. José used
Liberty’s proprietary SAFETY APP to conduct his audit.
This is an exceptional example of our auditing
power, and how this tool can be used to improve
the experience for our customers! For more
information about our SAFETY APP and other
innovative solutions, visit: bit.ly/LIG_Solutions.
LIBERTY SAFETY: Every Man. Every Job. Every Time.

On a serious note, Liberty invites you – our employees, partners, and
clients – to join us in recognizing a health epidemic that doesn’t get
nearly the attention it deserves. The CDC reports that the construction industry has a higher rate of suicide than any other industry.
According to preventconstructionsuicide.com, “The suicide rate in
construction is 53.2/100,000 – that is 4 times greater than the national average and 5 times greater than that of all other construction
fatalities combined.”*
If you or someone you know is struggling with depression or feelings of hopelessness, please call or text one of the FREE, CONFIDENTIAL hotline numbers listed
on the right. These services are for everyone, not just those in construction.
*The information contained in this article was gathered from the website of the Construction Industry
Alliance for Suicide Prevention (CIASP) at PreventConstructionSuicide.com.

During the first week of November, the National Insulation Association® (NIA) will be holding their Fall Safety
Summit in National Harbor, MD. At the same time, the Southeast Mine Safety and Health Conference will be
held in Birmingham, AL.
Stu Kemppainen, LIG’s Director of Risk & Safety, has been asked to address the NIA’s Council of Committees regarding safety and risk across the industry. Coupled with our safety articles published in NIA’s Insulation Outlook
magazine, this speaking engagement serves as a reminder that Liberty Industrial Group is regarded as a safety
expert (and resource) nationwide. (For more information about the NIA’s Fall Summit, visit: insulation.org/fallsummit2019.)
Ed Jarmin, Liberty’s Vice President of Operations, will deliver a breakout presentation entitled Innovative
Electronic Resources Used in Liberty’s Safety Program at the Southeast Mine Safety and Health Conference (for
more about the conference, visit: southeastmineconf.org).

